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INTRODUCTION  

This document contains an overview of the new features, fixes and changes included in version 1.8.7.1 

of Business Cloud Essentials.   

The key features and enhancements are: 

- Payroll Updates for the tax year 2022/2023 – NIC Levy Reversal 

FEATURES 

BCE PAYROLL UPDATES FOR THE TAX YEAR 2022/2023– NIC LEVY REVERSAL 

Following the Government’s decision to reverse the National Insurance Contributions (NICs) rates 
that included a Health and Social Care Levy (HSCL), the 1.25% levy originally implemented on 6 April 
2022 will be reversed from 6 November 2022.  The NIC deduction tables have been updated in BCE 
to be effective from this date. 

The temporary message included on payslips informing employees that their NIC contribution 
included a 1.25% Health and Social Care Levy to help fund investments in the NHS and social care 
will be removed from payslips created from 6 November 2022.  


